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Editing and imputation of statistical data are possible because we take advantage of some prior
knowledge about the type of statistical objects we investigate. The processes of editing and imputation are considered expensive parts of survey and census costs. This presentation discusses the use
of neural network methodology to improve the efficiency of these processes. Two applications are
discussed as demonstrations of the approach.

1. Models of Statistical Objects
1.1. Knowledge of Statistical Objects
In statistical agencies, a huge amount of knowledge exists about the different
classes of the objects of which a modern society is considered composed. When
preparing surveys for updating this knowledge, the already existing knowledge can
be and is extensively used. When screening data to identify suspect records, the data
are checked to see if it is corresponding to the prior knowledge structure. When
suspect records are detected, the structure is again used for imputing or modifying
the data.
The situation may be compared to the recipient who is reading a received, handwritten letter. When he arrives to a string of symbols he does not recognize, he uses
his knowledge of vocabulary, grammar and the context to decide if the word may be
a valid, but for him unknown word, or a misspelled word. In case he decides that the
word is a valid, but for him an unknown word, he will probably add it to his vocabulary, while in the case of a misspelled word, he may decide to correct the spelling.
In previous times, the statistical agencies hired specialists on demographic aspects
to edit the data collected about individuals and their families. After the appearance of
programmed computing equipment, much effort has been spent trying to get the
computer systems to simulate the specialists or even to behave as specialists ideally
should.
'Paper first presented at Data Editing Workshop and Exposition, Washington, D.C., 22 March 1996.
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Before automatic editing of statistical records, the most typical and stable patterns
among the features of objects are identified, embedded in programs as editing criteria. The individual records could be classified in groups as "acceptable", "suspicious," "defect", etc., and adequate procedures for handling the different groups be
devised.
In other words, we can think of the development of the editing process as building
editing models reflecting the typical patterns of properties for the object belonging to
the class investigated. These models may be further extended to include the imputation, i.e., predict the most probable properties for object that are only partly known.
The problem is of course how to extract from specialists the knowledge needed for
specifying operative editing and imputation models [1].
1.2. Estimating Model Structure by Neural Networks
The models known as neural networks can be considered from a number of different angels. The name, "neural network", indicates an origin in neuro-physiology.
Some researchers point out that "parallel processing" is an important feature of the
models [2]. Statisticians can claim that some important algorithms used, as f.ex. the
backpropagation learning algorithm, were originally developed as extensions to already existing statistical methods [3,4]. Finally, mathematicians emphasize that the
methods used can be considered as universal approximators.
In context of editing and imputation, it may be convenient to regard neural networks as sets of non-linear, multi-variate regression models used for prediction of
values of independent variables for individual objects subject to existence of values
for some known dependent variables of the same objects. The neural network models can be designed for prediction of a single dependent variable as well as for simultaneous prediction of a number of variables. In contrast to the multi-variate, statistical models, the neural network models are non-parametric and non-linear. This can
be a serious drawback because it does not permit any direct inference based on statistical theory about the quality of predictions. The type of neural network most likely
to be useful for editing, have, on the other hand, the great advantage that the networks can "learn" from a set of records representing the prior knowledge. The term
"learn" means in this context that algorithms exist for estimating the huge number of
parameters or internal connection weights of the networks.
7J. Applications
Neural networks have many potential applications in statistical production besides
editing and imputation. In this presentation, we limit the discussion to two applications demonstrating 1) simultaneous editing and imputation, and 2) large scale imputation as a separate process.
Application of neural networks for editing and imputation in surveys and censuses, is probably just in the initial stage. One of the very few who has done research
and promoted the use of neural networks in editing is Hugh Roddick [5]. It has also
recently been reported that the National Statistical Office in UK is now evaluating
neural networks for their 2001 Population Census [6].
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Table 1
Population distributions based on true data
Category

Sex
Age
Marriage
Region
Children
Education
Industry
Employment
Income

1

2

5031
3002
6954
4048
7161
2998
4247
5329
5087

4969
3961
3046
2511
1344
5958

3

4

2003

1034

2455

986
360

190

474

945
1044
283

1171

1814

4671
3297

1522

94

5

6

2011

Total
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000

2. Case 1: Simultaneous Editing and Imputation
2.1. Editing
The first application we shall discuss demonstrates simultaneous editing and imputation of data collected in an imaginary survey. Further details are discussed in
Nordbotten [7]. The scenario considered is a sample survey comprising 12,000 individuals for whom values of the 9 categorical, socio-economic attributes: sex, age
group, marital status, geographic region, number of children, education, industry,
employment status, and income group, were collected. It was assumed that each
record during collection and pre-processing, was subjected to a risk for partial nonresponse and erroneous data fields.
The questions studied in connection with this scenario were:
1. Is it possible to design a neural network model to simulate the editing and imputation of a human being?
2. Can such a neural network be trained from a subsample of 2,000 objects for
which raw as well as edited records are available?
3. How well does a trained neural network edit and impute when applied to the
remaining 10,000 raw records?
2.2. A Synthetic Population Model
Real data are not easily available for a researcher outside statistical agencies. In
some situation, synthetic data can be used as a second best solution. Synthetic data
have the great advantage that they render a much closer experimental control.
For this study, synthetic data were used. A stochastic model which reflected the
statistical properties of a typical individual was established, and used to generate the
needed syntethic set of 12,000 data records for individuals.
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Table 2
Population distributions based on raw data

Category

Sex
Age
Marriage
Region
Children
Education
Industry
Employment
Income

1

2

4819
2775
6418
3908
6942
2878
4084
5257
4584

4656
3629
2964
2430
1290
5551
451
4643
3136

3

4

5

2014

1147

2375
923
1180
266

1041
371

273

1135

1777

1499

192

6

1979

Total
9475
9565
9382
9754
9799
9609
9692
9900
9412

A random sample of 2,000 individuals was drawn from the population of 12,000,
and the true records were established in corresponding files for the 2,000 and the
10,000 individuals. Table 1 shows the 9 distributions by category for the true values
for the 10,000 individuals.
2.3. An Error Model of Data Collection
Collection of the data about a population introduces errors of different types, i.e.,
interview errors, observation errors, non-response errors, transcription errors, etc.
To simulate the effects of the data collection process, a stochastic error model was
developed. The model introduced random errors in the records for each individual.
The probabilities for errors were specified to be similar to observed error frequencies
in real surveys.
When the true data records were processed by the error model, each record was
transformed to an observed or "raw" record which might contain errors of two types.
The first type was partial non-response errors resulting in blank fields in the records,
the second error type was called interchange errors. An interchange error was created when a true category was substituted by another category of the same attribute,
f.ex. when the response to the question about sex was changed from "male" to "female".
As for the true records, the raw records were also kept apart for the 2,000 sample
and the remaining 10,000 individuals. Table 2 shows the 9 attribute distributions by
category based on the raw records for the 10,000 individuals. About 3,400 attributes
out of 90,000 have non-response while another 900 attributes have other categorization errors. Since the two error types were mutually excluding, there were approximately 4,300 erroneous records in the file of the 10,000 raw records.
2.4. Neural Network Training
A neural network was used in this study to investigate if errors in raw records for
the 10,000 individuals could be identified and corrected. The neural network can
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Table 3
Population distributions based on edited and imputed data

Category

Sex
Age
Marriage
Region
Children
Education
Industry
Employment
Income

1

2

5127
3002
7090
4046
7130
3088
4243
5271
5029

4872
3878
2910
2488
1364
5870
460
4621
3352

3

4

5

6

2024

989

2443
918
974
265

946
336

146

1173

1784

1427

67

1985

Total
9999
9893
10000
9923
9894
9932
9910
9992
9875

here be considered as a set of non-linear, multi-variate regression equations in which
the fields of each raw record correspond to a set of independent variables and the
outputs of the regressions are a predicted set of true values for the same object.
Because of the non-linearity, the statistical estimation of the regression coefficients in neural networks is substituted by an iterative "learning" process which determines the values of a large set of weights in the network.
It was assumed that the 2,000 raw records were expertly edited and imputed with
the result that the 2,000 true records also became available. In our case the paired set
of 2,000 true and raw records was used as training set for a neural network. By
representing each of the 9 attributes by 6 categories, each record could be expressed
as a binary vector with 54 elements. Not all 6 categories were used for each attribute.
F.ex. for sex, only two categories were used while the remaining 6 always were set
equal to 0. The neural network used, was a so-called feedforward net with 54 input
neurons, one layer of 300 hidden neurons, and 54 output neurons. The network used
sigmoid transfer functions in hidden and output neurons.
Training of such a network requires the determination of the value of about 32,000
connection weights, and a large number of iterative cycle through a training set of
records [2].
The twin sets of 2,000 true and raw records were used to train the network through
in total 300 iterative cycles.
2.5. Model Verification
After training, evaluation of the network ability to simultaneously edit and impute
could be carrieds out by means of the file of 10,000 raw records which had not been
used for training. By using these records as input, the trained network produced
edited records, or prediction for the true records. The closer the 10,000 edited
records were to the corresponding 10,000 true records, the more successful would
the neural network edit and imputation be evaluated.
Table 3 shows the attribute distributions based on the 10,000 edited records. Com-
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well known problem in applications of neural network. The cause is that the network
during training adjusts too well to the training set.
3.5. Comparison of Estimates
The observed values from Sample 1 and Sample 2 were added and divided with
the number of records in Sample 1 and Sample 2 to obtain simple, unbiased estimates for the proportions of the population. To obtain alternative, imputed estimates,
the imputed values for Sample 2 and Sample 3, and observed values from Sample 1,
were added and divided with the size of the population.
The relative precision, defined as the standard error of an estimate divided by the
estimate, is usually used as an indicator of accuracy for sample based estimates.
Statistics Norway restricted f.ex. general publication of estimates from the Population Census 1990 to those with a relative precision corresponding to 0.3 or less. With
the sizes of the population of the selected municipality and Sample 1 + Sample 2, we
can by means of standard theory predict that only estimates of proportions 0.008 or
less, or 0.992 or larger, will have an unacceptable, relative precision.
The estimates based on a sum of imputed and observed values, have no similar
sampling error. If we repeated the drawing of the training sample, the training and
the imputation, we would get a basis for estimating assumed structural sampling
errors of the neural network. This has not been done in this experiment. The imputed
values may, however, be biased and create an inaccuracy in the aggregated estimates. The exact biases can not be observed in a real life situation, but they can be
estimated. The purpose of Sample 2 was to obtain estimates for the biases. We used
ratios of estimated proportion biases from Sample 2 divided by the estimatd proportions as relative accuracy indicators for the imputed proportion estimates. In contrast
to the relative precision for unbiased estimates, the values of the relative accuracy
indicators for imputed estimates are not expected to vary with the size of a subsample. In other words, while the unbiased estimates frequently are useless for small
subsamples, the imputed estimates should be expected to be useful also when computed for small subpopulations if the network used for imputation have been trained
on a sufficiently large sample.
3.6. Comparing Estimates for the Population of a Municipality
,-es

The relative sampling errors for the unbiased estimates and the relative biases for
the imputed estimates were computed for the municipality population. From these
accuracy predictions, it was evident that the unbiased estimates would generally be
better than the imputed.
The particular municipality used, permitted us to test empirically the predicted
accuracies. The target proportions could be computed because we had access to the
set of observations for the whole population. The unbiased estimates for the municipality computed from the observations from Sample 1+2, and the imputed estimates
of the proportions which were arrived to by adding observations for the individuals
in Sample 1+2 and the imputed values for individuals in Sample 3, could therefore
be compared with the target proportions.
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Table 4
With whom are you living? Target and estimated proportions. Census tract of 162 individuals
Attribute

1 . Nobody
2. Spouse
3. Cohabitant
4. Children
5. Parents
6. Siblings
7. In-laws
8. Gr.par., gr.children
9. Other

Target

Unbiased estimate

Imputed estimate

0.14
0.48
0.10
0.30
0.13
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.04

0.17
0.33
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.17
0.11
0.11
0.11

0.11
0.47
0.11
0.32
0.14
0.07
0.03
0.03
0.03

Table 5
Predicted and observed relative accuracy of estimates for proportions. Census tract of 162 individuals.
Unbiased estimates

Observation
= 0.3

Prediction

< = 0.3
>0.3
All

Imputed estimates

Observation

4
13
17

= 0.3

Prediction

< = 0.3
>0.3
All

22
11
33

>0.3

All

1
31
32

5
44
49

>0.3

All

5
11
16

27
22
49

The comparison test confirmed the expectations, 27 out of the 49 unbiased estimates were closer to the target proportions than the imputed estimates.
3.7. Comparing Estimates for the Population of a Small Area
The purpose of the experiment was, however, to test the estimates for the small
census tract area. Calculating unbiased estimates from the 18 individuals of this area
in Sample 1+2, and the relative sampling error for these estimates, 44 estimates were
predicted not to satisfy the 0.3 requirement. The corresponding number for the relative bias for imputed estimates which exceeded 0.3, were 22.
Also for the census tract, the estimates were computed and compared with the
targets. Table 4 shows the results for the first attribute group proportions. While
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most of the unbiased estimates, as expected, deviate significantly from the target
proportions, the imputed estimates were close to the targets. When considering the
relative deviation, Table 5 shows that 32 of the unbiased estimates deviated from the
target with more than 0.3 requirement from the target proportion, while the corresponding figure for the imputed estimates was 16. Compared with the predictions,
both estimators yielded better results than expected. However, both the predictions
and the observed deviations clearly point to the imputed estimator as the better for
areas or subgroups of this size [9].
3.8. A Third Estimator
The investigation showed clearly that the correct selection between unbiased and
imputed estimators varies from variable to variable and by the size of the population.
Following a proposal by Spj0tvold and Thomsen [10], the optimal strategy can be to
use a composite estimate in which the two estimators are weighted. Optimal weights
can be determined by f.ex. minimizing the squared sampling error of the unbiased
estimate and the squared bias of the imputed estimate.
Such a composite estimate was computed for the census tract case discussed. For
14 of the 49 proportions estimated, the composite estimator gave better results than
both of the simpler estimators. Unfortunately, the composite estimator in some cases
also produced results which had a significant lower accuracy than the better of the
two estimators of which it was composed.
4. Final Remarks
The two case studies reported do not permit any final conclusions about the use of
the neural networks for building editing and imputation models. There are many
questions still which need to be investigated and answered before neural networks
eventually can become a standard editing and imputation tools. Studies have taught
us that this approach may have a substantial potential. My prediction is that neural
networks will be important components in the production of many future, statistical
products.
The two case studies give an interesting lesson in research design. The first case
discussed, supports the idea of simultaneous automatic editing and imputation as
well as the adequacy of experiments based on synthetic data. Simultaneous editing
and imputation will save both time and resources. The use of synthetic data gives
researchers the possibility to systematically focus attention to one by one of the
many error factors in the editing process and study their effects. The drawback of the
synthetic approach is that we may easily overlook factors and complexities of the
real world.
The second case discussed, indicates how we can provide statistics from sample
surveys supported by administrative data also for small groups and areas if we can
learn to use relationships between survey data and administrative data from a more
general sample. It also demonstrates how we can, if we are lucky, use real data in
research and still have the advantage of knowing the correct answers to use in an
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evaluation process. We simply assume that some of the existing information is saved
for the evaluation of the process to be investigated.
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